
Newly Released Bartule is the Next Generation in Bar Tools

Versatile, functional, yet elegant and fashionable, the new Bartule is an essential addition to any
high scale home or restaurant bar.  One instrument with eight functions, Bartule uniquely
coalesces multiple bar tools into one handy device.

(PRWEB) April 16, 2009 -- The ultimate bar accessory, the new patent-pending Bartule combines the duties of
eight separate tools into one stylish and handy device making it an essential addition to any home, restaurant, or
hotel bar.  
 
 
 
 What is Bartule?
 Designed solely for ease-of-use and efficiency, Bartule is an eight-in-one instrument created to give refined
cocktailers the ability to relax and enjoy a beverage while at home or on the go.  An ice bucket, wine cooler,
bottle opener, cork screw, measuring cup, fruit squeezer, salt rimmer, and coaster, Bartule makes virtually all
other tools obsolete.  
 
 From top to bottom, Bartule blends functionality and beauty and holds up superbly to any environment, from
demanding commercial use to home parties and high-end hotel chains.  The compact, interlocking design saves
space, stays neat and clean, is self-organizing, easily stored, and is always party ready. High density
polycarbonate make up the sleek ice bucket/bottle chiller, while the bottle opener and simple-design cork screw
are made of durable stainless steel.
 
 Constructed from 100 percent recycled matter, Bartule’s easy-to-read 4 oz. jigger and citrus juicer with built-in
handle and spout are both built from copolyester, which make Bartule the very first bar accessory to be made
from BPA-free material.  
 
 Indestructible and dishwasher safe, Bartule’s unique patent pending design is available in six fashionable colors –
blue, clear, green, red, yellow, and smoke – allowing it to easily blend in with its surroundings.  Bartule is a
unique art-infused bar accessory that functions at a level much higher than the unoriginal, cluttered alternatives on
the market today. Its elegance and beauty add to any environment, while its effectiveness and craftsmanship are
simply unparalleled.  
 
 Satisfied client Jon Liebling of adplanet.net can attest to the Bartule’s versatility and convenience.
 
 “Thanks again for the Bartule! I love it! I use it regularly and often wonder how I got through life without it,” he
writes. “As the owner of adplanet.net, and someone who frequently entertains in his home, I appreciate its
uniqueness and utilitarian value. No home should be without one!” 
 
 Not only for individual and restaurant use, Bartule is an ingenious addition to luxury and high-end hotel chains.
With Bartule, guests are instantly provided with everything they need from the ice bucket to the bottle opener. 
Because Bartule is a fully customizable wholesale and/or retail invention, hotels and other commercial venues can
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print or laser their individual logos and promotional information onto the product for re-sale. 
 
 About Bartule:
 A fine furniture designer and builder by trade, Bartule creator Kit Clark came up with the concept of Bartule as a
signature Bartule LLC product. As the wine and bar accessory trade is a rapidly expanding market, Clark and
Bartule LLC plan to release a complete range of creative bar accessories with one-of-a-kind functions and
designs.
 
 The Bartule is the only bar accessory that provides consumers with an all-in-one party solution when throwing
great social events.
 
 For more information on the Bartule, please visit www.Bartule.com
 
 Media contact:
 Kit Clark
 802-233-9015
 kit(at)bartule(dot)com
 
 Sales contact:
 EMAIL sales(at)bartule(dot)com
 
 ###
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Contact Information
 Kit  Clark
 Bartule Llc
 http://www.Bartule.com
 802-233-9015
 
 

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.

PRWebPodcast Available 
Listen to Podcast MP3  Listen to Podcast iTunes  Listen to Podcast OGG 
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